
Holmes Air Purifiers - A Market Leader

Holmes Air Purifiers offer value, innovation and quality that that makes them a leader in the
industry.  Holmes develops and manufactures industry leading air purifier products that are sold
all over the world.  The Company has been manufacturing leading products for over 25 years.
The Holmes air purifier is a high quality consumer product that enhances your home comfort
and provides a clean, quality air that all came easily breathe. Almost every home installation
has enjoyed using the Holmes product and is thoroughly satisfied with its performance. 
Customer support is an important part of the Holmes offering of products.
  
Most performance or operational questions regarding Holmes air purifiers can be answered by
visiting the Holmes web site. There is a frequently asked questions section which will answer
most questions.  Also available on the web site are product's owner's manuals, which can either
be reviewed online  or downloaded and printed depending upon your preference. If any
question cannot be answered by using the resources on the Holmes air purifiers web site, one
can call their customer service department directly by telephone and get an answer.
All Holmes air purifier products include a factory warranty. Holmes strives to provide its
customers with the most reliable products in the air purification industry through their rigorous
testing and quality control procedures. All Holmes products include  a Limited Warranty against
defects in material and workmanship under normal use conditions. Warranties will vary
depending upon product.  Consult your user manual and refer to the Warranty section or
contact Holmes Consumer Services department directly to learn more details about the terms
and length of your particular Holmes air purifier product warranty.
And most importantly, One can register their air purifier product online. Registering your Holmes
air purifier product allows you to take advantage of the Holmes warranty service, The Holmes
corporate commitment to providing excellence in products and customer service is second to
none.
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